Star Trek flies high
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Battlestar Galactica) and Douglas Trumbull (Close Encounters, 2001: A Space Odyssey) have turned to the Enterprise in a res- dent all-purpose troubleshooter whose precision and energy were subject to the same secrecy as the plot. This background strike doesn't show in the film itself. Although the titles look hastily designed, the effects are monstrous, but the Enterprise's tedious cruise through the alien thing points out a flaw: the effects hardly the end of the film, which, in passing, was pan- ned uniformly by most reviewers, but is still delighting audiences of impressive size. We all know which of these cunning con- tingents holds the more power, as does ABC-TV, which has purchased the TV rights, and NBC, which would surely like to know where Star Trek's en- tourage was ten years ago.

Despite the flash and flam- boyance, Star Trek hasn't changed appreciably where it counts: plotting and acting. The more purists of the Trekkies will be outraged that the changes were made at all, and the win will be elated simply because the gang's back together again. The more rational fan will find the film interest- ing and fun, and those who never understood all the fuss won't be enlightened. Use the ren as a guide; the film will af- ect you similarly; the new special effects haven't been taken into ac- count.

"Engineers love to change things," gripes McCoy. Outside, the Enterprise has new warp engines; inside, the bridge has been enlarged and redecorated. Klingons provide a major argu- ment for the purists; their spines now curve inexplicably over their heads. What nuclear disaster could have mutated the entire Klingon race in just two years? At least now they speak Klingonese instead of English.

Klingon's part becomes im- portant, if only slightly more in- teresting to the film, which, in passing, was pan- ned uniformly by most reviewers, but is still delighting audiences of impressive size. We all know which of these cunning con- tingents holds the more power, as does ABC-TV, which has purchased the TV rights, and NBC, which would surely like to know where Star Trek's en- tourage was ten years ago.

- Shaw Wilson
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Drive a National car to the slopes and you'll get up the slopes for half the price.

First, National helps you get to the slopes. Just rent one of our ski specials, and you get a 1/2 priced ski lift tickets that are good at Waterville Valley, Mt. Cranmore, Sugarloaf, Loon Mt. or Blue Hills. And they're good until the end of the season. You can get up to four half priced ski lift tickets with each rental.

Offer is available Thursday through Monday and only at these locations: 1651 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge (at Hobart), 603-457-491, 183 Dartmouth St. (next to the Copley Plaza) 426-6380.

Rates are non-discountable. Car must be returned to renting location.

We offer S&H Green Stamp Certificates on rentals in all 50 U.S. states.

$13.95 a day no mileage charge.

Get a problem solver that's solving problems in the real world.

The more your courses approach the prob- lems of the real world, the more you need a calculator that's already there. These two programmable calculators from Texas Instruments can take you from your engineering courses right into the minds of professionals like the ones who created the complex programs to simplify and up speed solving at the Winter Olympics.

The TI Programmable 59 is compact, simple to use, and will save you valuable time and mistakes during your end-of-year exams. With the TI-59's 99 memory, you can program it as you learn in class and use it later to review the concept and work the problems. You can store results or data in the calculator, even if you turn it off, for later use.

The TI-59 will work just as well when you're solving problems in your own programs or using the Texas Instruments unique plug-in Solid State Software modules with ready-to-use programs. A Master Library module (included with the calculator) has 23 basic programs in math, statistics, and other areas of general interest. Twelve optional library modules include programs in ap- plied statistics, advanced mathematical routines, electrical engineering, business decisions, and much more.

With all of its capabilities and functions the TI-59 is simple to use. It has the added versatility and capability of magnetic cards to record your own pro- grams. With them you can add into pro- grams on modules for extended programming routines.

Get a copy of Personal Programming, an owner's manual that'll help you get started in programming — even if you've never programmed before.

The TI Programm- able 59 goes from engineering to the Winter Olympics.
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The reason the Winter Olympics chose the TI-59 for ver- sitility was because of the added versatility and capability of magnetic cards to record your own programs. With them you can add into pro- grams on modules for extended programming routines.
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